As research in the field of kinetic behavior becomes more sophisticated, there also emerges a certain polarization of theoretical issues. The interest in kinetic behavior has been guided by the prospect that movements of the body constitute a language of implicit communication and that they may be used to define analogic aspects of interpersonal relationships (Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967) ; that they deploy a signal system rooted in the culture (Birdwhistell, 1952; Scheflen, 1963) ; and that they are methods by which one person seeks to influence another (Goffman, 1964) . Moreover, according to these views, the immediate determinant of motor expression is the situation or context defined by ethnographic rules and implemented by the participants in a transaction, be it interviewer, E, or therapist. Yet, there are data to indicate that kinetic behavior is not only communicative but also representational; that it not only is concerned with the transmission of information but also points to the body's participation in the symbolizing process. The appearance of movement, then, may become regulated not only by context but by the individual's personal repertoire of available symbols. These are some of the issues we hope to investigate in the present study.
Observations of body movements as they accompany speech during the interview afford an opportunity to gauge in status nascendi as it were, the molding of experiences into symbolic form. Movements may occur in pauses or at the start of phonemic clauses (Dittmann & Llewellyn, 1969) and thus may be presumed to take part in syntactic planning; they may be related to the grammatical form of sentences uttered (Steingart & Freedman, in press ); or they may give direct pictorial expression of images and feelings only partially articulated (Hoffman, 1968) . It is important to note that such supplements to speech occur even when there is no onlooker visible to the speaker (Hoffman, 1968; Mahl, 1968) . In these examples, kinetic expressions appear to be part of the effort to establish referential relations between the "thing" experienced and some symbolic form, verbal or gestural. The continuing process of representing first emphasized by Brentano (1874) was viewed by Werner and Kaplan (1967) as a cornerstone in the establishment of psychological distance, the differentiation of the self from the external world. More generally, it is a process basic to 239 cognitive development (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962) . Not all movements during an interview partake of the representational process. There are many instances of motor behavior which do not seem to participate in the symbolizing process, and these must be assigned to a lower level of differentiation.
In earlier studies of psychotherapeutic interviews, we have sought to identify units of motor expression, especially movements of the hand, which bear a differential relation to speech (Freedman, 1972; Freedman & Hoffman, 1967) . A scoring system has been developed. One major class of hand movements is the object-focused movements, their major denning characteristic being the close linkage to the spoken word. There is a variety of object-focused movements, movements which emphasize and punctuate, qualify, and illustrate the spoken message. Object-focused movements are single acts and are phased in to the rhythm and content of what is said. In contrast to the object-focused movements, we have also identified a broad class of bodyfocused activity which bears no apparent relation to speech. These movements involve continuous rubbing, stroking, or scratching by the hands of some part of the body surface or its surrogate. Again, a variety of body-focused movements has been discriminated. While object-focused movements seem to function as part of the verbalizing and symbolizing process, the major function of body-focused activity appears to be self-ministration. We have, thus, defined two classes of movement behavior which serve different psychological functions. We shall, in this paper, attempt to examine the extent to which the appearance of such kinetic acts is rooted in the individual's stylistic repertoire, particularly his level of psychological differentiation, or the extent to which they may be molded by the presses of the communicative context.
The impetus for this study not only stemmed from the theoretical issues just outlined but also had its roots in some very practical clinical observations. In earlier studies, we had noted that different groups of psychiatric patients, for example, paranoid and depressed patients, showed different prevalences of object-and body-focused movements. We had also noted that as the clinical condition of patients changed, their corresponding movement behavior changed as well. Yet, these observations required clarification. They were carried out on the patient group without reference to a nonpatient control group. Moreover, the observations raised the questions: Which aspects of movement behavior are part of the individual's stylistic repertoire, and hence not likely to change with altered clinical state; and which aspects are amenable to change either with an altered symptomatic state or, by extension, with an altered context?
The hypothesis that kinetic expression is related to an individual's level of psychological differentiation derives directly from our conception of motility during speech. From the moment we grant that movements are not just discharge acts but part of the symbolizing process, questions regarding individual differences in the capacity to symbolize and represent arise. If as Werner and Kaplan (1967) suggested, the process of representing follows the development of the differentiation of the self from the external world, then it may be that individual differences in the style of representing are related to the dimension of psychological differentiation as developed by Witkin et al. (1962) which includes as one of its core concepts the sense of separate identity. An estimate of an individual's capacity for symbol formation is provided by the perceptual manifestation of psychological differentiation, that is, the variable of field independence. There is a more intrinsic rationale to hypothesize a connection between field independence and an individual's communicative behavior. In tests of field independence, 5 is expected to articulate stable figure ground boundaries from a perceptual field; by extension, in the communicative effort, the speaker must articulate his thoughts from the experiential mass. Such an effort may be manifest in the organization of various vehicles of expression: in the timing of phonemic rhythm of speech, in the chunking of syntactic structure, or in the speech relatedness of body movements. The variable of field independence has the advantage of being assessed simply and objectively by tests such as the Embedded Figures Test and the rodand-frame test, which show remarkable sta-bility over time suggesting that they represent relatively enduring characteristics (Witkin, Goodenough, & Karp, 1967) .
The notion that kinetic expression, as defined here, is related to psychological differentiation is of considerable interest from a developmental point of view. In ontogeny, motor development precedes verbal development. The question arises whether motor behavior in the communication of adults reflects greater or lesser degrees of differentiation. If this is the case, we would be in a position to identify interviews reflecting levels of regression of progression. Baxter, Winters, and Hammer (1968) approached this issue experimentally and indeed found, contrary to their expectation, that large extensor movements were a characteristic of more differentiated individuals. However, they evaluated movement simply in terms of size and direction and without the functional consideration of speech relatedness. From the present point of view, it is the more speech-related movements which would be expected to be characteristic of more differentiated individuals, whereas movements not related to speech (bodyfocused movements) would be considered a characteristic of less differentiated individuals.
The second major hypothesis considered in this study is that there is a relationship between kinetic expression and the communicative context. There is little question that the social context may powerfully determine kinetic expression in general and object-and body-focused movements in particular. The communicative context defines whether and to what extent there shall be traffic between the participants, whether there is "someone out there" to whom to transmit symbols already formed. One of the most powerful demonstrations of the impact of context on motor expression is provided by an experimental study of Mahl's (1968) . When an S and an interviewer were seated back to back so that they could neither see each other nor be aware of their being seen, there was a considerable upsurge of what Mahl called autistic movements, movements which are akin to our body-focused activity. Of course, the relative predominance of object-and body-focused movements is regulated not only by the physical presence but by the emotional availability of the "other." Interpersonal stress is also a known precursor of self-manipulatory behavior, as has been observed in primates (Kaufman & Rosenblum, 1967) as well as in man in clinical situations and in everyday life. In this study, we varied the context by confronting each S participating in the experiment with interviewers assuming the role of a "warm" or a "cold" doctor.
The choice of the warm-cold dimension as an experimental intervention for varying context is a strategic one. Not only is there considerable literature (cf. Betz, 1963) attesting to the effectiveness of eliciting Ss' responses to such altered conditions, but it also is a naturalistic paradigm. After all, there are warm and cold doctors. Furthermore, a cold condition is likely to create experiences of a demanding yet unresponsive object world-experiences which are well-known clinical phenomena, be it in anaclitic depression or in those phases of therapy identified as the negative transference. The sequential confrontation of 5s with warm and cold interviewers is thus likely to induce an altered inner state and hopefully provide criteria for changes in kinetic expression.
It is expected, then, that the emergence of object-and body-focused movements will vary with the confrontation with a warm or cold interviewer. Moreover, stylistic factors must also be considered here. Individuals differing in terms of their levels of psychological differentiation may show different vulnerability to the conditions of relative stress. Hence there may be systematic differences in kinetic behavior among field-independent and field-dependent 5s as they experience their contacts with a warm and cold interviewer. It is in this way that we may see the impact or even imprint of psychological differentiation on kinetic expression, either within a given context, warm or cold, or from one context to another.
In an operational sense, the objective of the study, then, entails a determination of the prevalence of object-and body-focused hand movements as a function of both the communicative context and the individual's level of psychological differentiation. In introducing this paper, we have noted a certain polarization of issues in the study of kinetic behavior. We have asked whether it is psychological dif-ferentiation (conceived as a stylistic attribute) or the communicative context which regulates motor expression during an interview? This, to be sure, is a formal statement of the problem, but it is also an oversimplification. For it may be more pertinent to ask whether there are particular aspects of hand movements and gestures, denned not only by the broad distinction between object-and body-focused hand movements but by their subcategories as well, which may be tied either to stylistic determinants or to alterations in context and state? This is a clinical question which represents the exploratory aspects of the present investigation.
METHOD
The research entailed videotape-recorded interviews of female college students previously identified as either field independent (F-I) or field dependent (F-D). Each S was confronted with two interview conditions, one by a "warm interviewer" and one by a "cold interviewer." Their kinetic responses under these conditions of communication were evaluated by means of a coding system which had been previously developed.
Subject and Subject Selection
The 24 5s who participated in the study were all between the ages of 18 and 22 yr. and were native-born Americans predominantly of Jewish descent. Two extreme groups, 12 F-I and 12 F-D, were selected from a group of 134 on the basis of their scores on the portable rod-and-frame test (Oltman, 1968) . These groups fell in the F-I and F-D thirds of the population, respectively. Various forms of Group Embedded Figures Tests (Oltman, Raskin, & Witkin, in press) were given these 5s, and the mean Z scores of F-I and F-D groups on these tests were 1.21 and -1.02, respectively.
Experimental Procedures
The 5s were observed in a soundproof recording room where television cameras were clearly exposed. The television system included two Dage Vidicon solid-state cameras, Model 91, each equipped with four lens remote control turret, and a Sony EV210 videotape recorder. The recording equipment was located in a separate room on a different floor with a remote control monitoring system allowing for the adjustment and focusing of the cameras.
The 5 and interviewer sat facing each other in the recording room, with one camera focused on 5 and the other on the interviewer. The recorded image was a full-length en face view of the 5 seated in a chair and a three-quarter view of the interviewer, the remaining space being taken up by a number counter. This number counter was included to provide reference points for the scoring of the tapes. For 17 of the 24 interviews, the entire experimental situation, which lasted about onehalf hour, was videotape recorded. For all 24 5s, composite working tapes were prepared at the end of the recording, containing only those segments planned for data analysis.
The 5s had previously been contacted by telephone by a member of the research staff, a person other than the interviewers. They were reminded that they had participated in a psychological experiment at college and were invited to continue some of the studies which were to be held at the Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York. They were then given an appointment. The 5s were met on their arrival either by Dr. R (the warm interviewer) or Dr. Q (the cold interviewer), whom for convenience sake we shall henceforth refer to as Dr. Warm and Dr. Cold, respectively. The 5s •had previously been told that they were to participate in an experiment on speech patterns and that they were simply expected to talk. They were offered payment which they received at the end of the experimental sessions for participation in the study. Also, at this time, there was administered a postexperimental questionnaire asking 5s to give their reaction to the interviewers.
The 5s were confronted with two communicative conditions which they encountered in one of two sequences according to a predetermined schedule. Sixteen 5s received Sequence C-W (the cold interviewer preceding the warm interviewer); 8 5s received Sequence W-C (the warm interviewer preceding the cold interviewer). We decided to obtain a larger sample of 5s exposed to the C-W condition. In this way, we would have an opportunity to analyze the role of individual differences for a somewhat larger group receiving a constant sequence of interview conditions. This decision was contingent on the recognition that the two sequences represented very different kinds of psychological experiences.
The design, then, involved the study of 24 5s ( 
Communicative Contexts and Communicative Tasks
Drs. Warm and Cold were research psychiatrists working at a psychiatric research center. Even though in this study they assumed the role of interviewer, they were introduced as "Doctor." Drs. Warm and Cold deliberately assumed their respective roles and thus did not follow a predetermined set of instructions. They also did not "switch" roles, each one staying with his procedure throughout the experiment. In this way, we felt we could achieve most consistent and effective differences in the communicative milieu. The interviewer's behavior as well as the communicative tasks confronting 5 are best described by tracing the events for each of the two orders:
The W-C Sequence Dr. Warm greeted 5 with a handshake, asked her to take a seat, and explained some of the functions of the equipment in the recording room. He then inquired into several areas of the 5's life, her major interests, hopes, social activities, and dating patterns. In each case, he avoided probing into conflict-provoking areas and his attitude might best be described as reflecting a sustained, shared-focused attention on whatever S was telling him. This attitude was reflected also in his nonverbal behavior, for example, nodding in agreement and leaning toward S. This initial "warm-up" period lasted for about 15 min. Dr. Warm then introduced the task using a modification of Gottschalk's (Gottschalk, Winget, & Gleser, 1969) instructions:
I would like you to talk for five minutes. I would like you to talk about something that is personally meaningful and significant to you. I shall not interrupt you. Just talk until the time is up.
At the end of this S-min. period, Dr. Warm was called out of the room on the pretext that there was some equipment difficulty which required his special competence. After a few minutes, Dr. Cold appeared, introduced himself as Dr. Warm's assistant, and stated that the S-min. talk period would need to be repeated because of technical difficulties and that Dr, Warm was needed to adjust the recording equipment. He was impatient, indicated that he wanted to "get this over quickly," and told S, "Let's get on with it." He yawned, fidgeted, and looked away while S was talking.
The C-W Sequence
Dr. Cold brusquely greeted S, introduced himself as Dr. Warm's assistant, and indicated that he had to take over because of Dr. Warm's absence. As above, he was impatient, almost commanded 5 to sit down, and asked her name. As she replied, he turned away. He then gave the Gottschalk intructions as above and maintained his bored, impatient demeanor throughout the S-min. verbal sample.
At the end of the 5-min. verbal sample, Dr. Warm knocked at the door, looked surprised, and apologized for being late and for Dr. Cold's conduct. He then conducted his 15-min. warm-up and the 5-min. verbal sample as above.
The effectiveness of the warm and cold interview conditions in eliciting different forms of kinetic behavior is examined in the Results section. An independent assessment of the S's perception of the two interviewers immediately after the study was made by means of a questionnaire. Response to the questionnaire indicated that 23 of the 24 5s considered Dr. Cold "colder and more distant" than Dr. Warm and that 22 of the 24 5s found it "easier to talk and felt more relaxed" in the presence of Dr. Warm.
Aside from the warm-cold conditions in which both of the interviewers obtained a 5-min. talking sample, we also had available for analysis the warm-up condition with Dr. Warm. This condition provided us with a sample of communicative behavior qualitatively different from the S-min. talking sample. The former may be viewed as an "interchange," the latter as an "association task." In the course of our data analysis, this additional communicative condition, as will be seen, proved to be a very rewarding source of data. (For technical reasons, only 17 of the 24 interchange conditions were recorded on videotape.)
The recorded data, then, provide us with samples of three conditions of communication per S: (a) association sample-cold interviewer; (6) association samplewarm interviewer; and (c) interchange sample-warm interviewer.
Assessment of Kinetic Behavior
In the analysis of the videotapes, the focus was on movements of the hands. The rationale and procedures for the assessment of hand movements have been published elsewhere (Freedman, 1972) . Our approach to the analysis of these movements considered two major subdivisions: the object-focused and the body-focused movements.
The Analysis of Object-Focused Movements
Object-focused movements by definition are those hand movements which are intimately linked to the formal and/or content aspects of speech. These movements also have a characteristic directionality in that they tend to occur at a distance from the body surface and usually do not involve body touching. Although we distinguished six categories of object-focused movements, we found it theoretically and empirically useful to divide these into two subclasses consisting of speechand motor-primacy movements.
The defining characteristic of the class of speechprimacy movements is their subservience to the spoken word. These hand movements closely parallel the formal and rhythmic properties of speech. One kind of speech-primacy movement is the punctuating movements. These movements seem to accentuate what is being said yet carry no additional information. They may be relatively small, as if they were an overflow from the emphatic aspects of speech. In a sense, it is as if they serve the purpose of turning up the volume of speech by highlighting the vocal intonation. Typically, they occur in bursts and may take many forms, for example, measured and repeated pointing, light fist pounding, and vertical movement of the hands and arms. The essential point is that the body is here used simply as a subordinate adjunct to enhance the effectiveness of what is being said. Another kind of speechprimacy movement is that which we have labeled the minor qualifier. For the most part, this category includes conventionalized movements, most of which involve a simple turning of the hands from the wrists. In general, these movements cover a small area, are well delineated, and crisp. Like the punctuating movements, the minor qualifier is marked by a distinct subbordination to the verbal communication.
Motor-primacy movements may also be closely phased in with the rhythmic properties of speech, yet their defining characteristic requires that the expression of some content message has been delegated to the motor realm. Some partially articulated image, feeling state, or thought is externalized by the movements of the hand. The judgment of relative motor primacy is always made by reference to the spoken word.
The class of motor-primacy movements is a broad one, encompassing considerable range in their manifestation and psychological function. Thus, we have identified a representational hand movement in which either an abstract idea or an image having clearly definable space and time referents is given motor expression. These representational movements are frequently literal outlines of a picture image, sometimes a condensation of it. One example is the hand movement a person makes as she describes a spiral staircase; another example is provided by a person's description of how she dropped a match. As she gives a verbal account, she opens her fingers and drops her hand. Very often these representational movements fill in the gap in the verbal production via a literal description with the hands. In any event, such representational acts provide considerably more information than is carried by speech alone. Another type of motor-primacy movement is the concretizatian movement. This type of movement deals with the hand/arm movements which occur during the description of feeling states. Internal experience is being concretized, as it were, through a motor act. Since feelings usually lack precise space and time referents, the movements tend to be vague and groping in nature. For example, an 5 when she said she felt all mixed up rotated her two hands in an attempt to concretize the feeling. Next, there are pointing movements. In these movements, gestures of the hand are used not to represent but to point at a person or thing either in the immediate environment (the room) or outside (the building across the street). Finally, there are manifest speech failures comprising either groping movements while the person is struggling with word finding or discontinuities of gesture in which the movement appears to have no apparent relation to what is being said. Thus, there is considerable diversity within the broad range of motor-primacy responses, a range from nearly literal reproduction of images to instances of a breakdown of the verbal-motor linkage. We shall note the possible significance of this diversity, especially differences between representational and nonrepresentational motor-primacy gestures, in the presentation of the results. What unifies the different kinds of motor-primacy acts is the common feature that partially articulated thought is externalized and relegated to the motor system.
The Analysis of Body-Focused Movements
The defining characteristic of body-focused movements is that the hands are involved in the stimulation of the body or its adornments. Body-focused movements tend not to be single acts but tend to be continuous in nature.
Continuous body-focused movements. An examination of the range of body-focused activity indicated that three major subdivisions may be distinguished in terms of their direction or focus.
1. Continuous hand to hand. These movements involve the continuous stimulation of the hands by each other or of one hand on the other. They clearly involve skin surface stimulation and in that sense must be considered direct body-focused movements (see below). What is absent is the functional division by which one hand acts as agent upon the rest of the body surface. Discriptively, the quality of hand-to-hand activity appears to be nongentle, involving squeezing, rubbing, or scratching, and often gives the appearance of fidgetiness.
2. Continuous direct. These are continuous, repetitive movements which entail the touching of the body by the hand. They seem to supply some desired stimulation of the skin surface. There is, of course, a wide range of loci including cheeks, mouth, arms, or legs. A characteristic of these movements is one usually of soothing and stroking, involving, for example, the continuous stroking of the lips and neck and continuous rubbing of the upper arm.
3. Continuous indirect. These are movements which involve a "thing" object and which are manipulated by the hand and especially by the fingertips. The extent of stimulation is clearly circumscribed. The mediating object entails articles of clothing or accessories (pen, tie clip, necklace, ring). We have regarded these indirect movements to be a symbolic form of self-stimulation; interpretatively, thing objects are enlisted and self-stimulation appears to be displaced from the body surface onto these thing objects.
As noted, the majority of body-focused movements appeared as continuous activity and, in certain instances, continued without interruption for more than 100 sec. Hence, the above categories of body-focused activities are expressed in time scores. As the best overall index, a total continuous body-focused movement score is also computed consisting of its three constituents: hand to hand, direct, and indirect.
Discrete body touching. While the majority of bodyfocused movements are continuous in nature, there are body-focused movements which are discrete and noncontinuous, for example, pulling a skirt, touching the eye, or a stroke of the chin. These movements have both a direct and indirect focus and tend to be brief, lasting 3 sec. or less. We have termed these discrete body touching.
In summary, the coding scheme is graphically illustrated in Figure 1 . Every hand movement is scored, either as object or body focused. Every objectfocused movement is either speech or motor primacy. Every body-focused movement is either continuous or discrete. If continuous, the movement is either hand to hand, direct, or indirect.
Scores Used in the Analysis of Data
All scores reported are drawn from samples of 5 min. of interview time. Object-focused movements, in view of their assumed relationship to speech, were computed in terms of rates which take into account S's total word output. An object-focused movement rate was defined by the formula:
Frequency Object-Focused Movement X 100
Total words Similar scores were also computed for speech-primacy and motor-primacy movements. Hence, there are three major object-focused movement scores: total objectfocused, speech-primacy, and motor-primacy movements, each reflecting incidence per 100 words of speech. In addition, a motor-primacy rate was computed, defined by the incidence of motor-primacy movements relative to total object-focused movements, The resultant proportions were "normalized" using the arc sine transformation. The motor-primacy rates reflect the relative saliency of motor-primacy movements in total gestural expressions. As already noted, continuous body-focused movements were expressed as time scores and refer to the number of seconds spent in a particular type of bodyfocused activity during a S-min. period. In order to normalize the distribution of these time scores, a square root transformation was employed using the formula:
•^X + .5 (Edwards, 1950) . In the case of discrete body touching, every movement was counted as a single act and incidence of such acts was determined for the S-min. samples.
Reliability
The reliability of scoring object-focused movements was determined by having two judges independently score four interview segments. In evaluating the reliability of the object-focused categories, two issues emerged: movement recognition and category placement. Movement recognition refers to the proportion of movements identified by both scorers relative to the number of movements identified by either of the two. For the four sessions under study, movement recognition agreement was 74%, 72%, 88%, and 69%. It may be noted that the percentage of agreement between the two judges for recognizing object-focused movements could be traced not so much to a disagreement between the two scorers concerning a specific movement but to a tendency by one judge to discern additional movements. Category placement refers to the agreement between the two judges in identifying movements as either motor primacy or speech primacy, when only those movements are considered on which initial consensus had been obtained. For the four sessions, the consensus for category placement was 93 %, 90%, 96%, and 84%. When all six categories of object-focused movements were evaluated, agreement on category placement ranged from 60% to 70%. Since the analysis in the present paper was limited to the speech primacy/ motor primacy dichotomy, the lower reliability for the six categories has no bearing on the results to be reported.
The reliability of scoring body-focused movements was determined by evaluating 12 interview segments scored independently by two judges. The time scores for total continuous body-focused movements, handto-hand movements, sum of direct and indirect movements as well as incidence of discrete movements obtained from each of the two judges provided the data for correlation analysis. The correlation coefficients for each of the four variables were .92, .91, .99, and .99, respectively. One striking result of this evaluation was the apparent facility with which judges tended to agree on the occurrence, onset, and duration of body-focused movements.
It should be added that in the foregoing reliability studies, agreement is facilitated by the fact that the scorer can replay a videotape as frequently as he wishes before a movement response is scored.
The reliability of both object-and body-focused movement scores is also indirectly reflected by studying the relationship between an S's score in one interview condition with her score in the second interview condition. We limited this analysis to the 16 5s in the C-W order. It becomes possible to demonstrate the stability of an individual's relative position within his group despite changes in the magnitude of individual scores from a cold to a warm interview condition. The resultant correlations between the first and second condition for the total object-focused movement scores were .55 (p < .01), and for the total continuous bodyfocused movement scores, .89 (p < .005). Such stability of kinetic behavior scores under the very different milieu conditions points to the potential stylistic significance of these measures.
Other Design Considerations
Inasmuch as the same instructions were given by the two Es, it becomes important to determine the effect of an 5 giving the same or different content in the two sessions on type of kinetic expression. Of the 24 5s, 13 gave the same content during the second session and 11 gave different content. Analysis of total object-focused and continuous body-focused movements showed no differences between "sames" and "differents," either for the total group or within F-I and F-D subgroups. From these observations, we feel justified in concluding that similarity or differences in associations is not a major determinant of movement behavior. More specifically, for the analysis of the data to follow, we would conclude that any observed differences in cognitive style can be attributed to that style and not to type of story told.
RESULTS
The presentation of the data begins with an examination of the major schematizing variables: total object-focused and total continuous body-focused movements. Analyses of variance determining variations between 5s (field dependence and sequence) as well as within 5s (interview condition and order) were carried out following Lindquist's (1953) Type IV design and adapted to an unequal number of cases per cell design as delineated by Winer (1962) . Summaries of these analyses are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . In these and all subsequent tables, estimates of the strength of association were made, using omega (w 2 ) (Hays, 1963, p. 323 ff.) , and they are listed adjacent to each p value. The findings for Table 1 are graphically shown in Figure 2 . In this figure, mean object-and body-focused scores are plotted for warm and cold conditions both when warm comes first and when warm comes second. Separate curves are drawn for F-I and F-D 5s and for both groups combined. It had been expected that movements high in their speech relatedness (object-focused movements) would arise among more differentiated 5s and that such movements would be facilitated by a warm communicative context. Contrary to expectation, there was no significant field dependence effect although it can be noted in Figure 2 that for each interview condition mean object-focused movement scores are higher for the more differentiated compared to the less differentiated 5s. There was a significant interview condition effect (F = 5.98, p < .025) and there were neither significant order nor interaction effects. Thus, a cold interviewer suppresses object-focused gestures and this, as can be noted in the figure, occurs both when the cold follows or precedes the warm condition.
In the case of body-focused movements, we had expected more such activity among less differentiated individuals and that such movements would particularly emerge in a cold context. These expectations were confirmed (see Table 2 and Figure 2 ). There was, indeed, more body-focused activity among F-D than among F-I 5s (F = 7.43, p < .025), and the contact with a cold interviewer compared to a warm interviewer further increased the time spent in such activity (F = 5.64, p < .05). It appears that body-focused movements are indicative of more limited psychological differentiation and that such movements increase in their frequency in a cold and rejecting communicative climate. There was also a trend suggesting that when 5s are exposed to a second interview condition after previous exposure to a first condition, they will engage in more body-focused activity (order: F = 3.54, p < .10). In Figure 2 , it can be noted that the expected decline of body-focused movements when warm comes second, that is, after previous exposure to cold, did not materialize.
The findings, then, support the general view that kinetic behavior may be significantly determined both by cognitive factors and the communicative context.
Hand Movements and Psychological Differentiation
The impact of psychological differentiation on gestural expressions denned by the various aspects of object-and body-focused movements was evaluated for each of three communicative contexts: Condition 1, a 5-min. association sample with the cold interviewer; Condition 2, a 5-min. association sample with the warm interviewer; and Condition 3, a 5-min. sample drawn from the warm interchange. Condition 3 was added as a control so as to define the boundaries of the experimental situation. It allowed us to determine whether the relationship between cognitive style and kinetic expression is limited to an association task or applies to dialogue as well.
In Table 3 , mean scores are presented for total continuous body-focused movements, hand-to-hand, direct, and indirect movements, and discrete body touching, and comparisons are made between F-I and F-D 5s within each of the three conditions. Consideration of total continuous body-focused activity Note.-2V = 12 for Conditions 1 and 2; for Condition 3, 2V = 9 for field-independent Ss and TV = 8 for field-dependent 5s.
* p < .005, a 1 = .26. ** f < .005, a 1 = .25. ***# <.OS, at = .12.
brings out clearly what has already been indicated in the analysis of variance, namely, that under both warm and cold conditions (Conditions 1 and 2), the less differentiated 5s spend significantly greater amount of time in this behavior than do more differentiated 5s. The data in Table 3 further permit us to specify the quality of body-focused activity which is primarily associated with the less differentiated individual. Continuous hand-tohand movements are clearly more prevalent among F-D 5s than among F-I 5s, and this difference, again, holds for both warm and cold interview conditions (for Condition 1 mean F-I = 6.61; mean F-D = 11.25; t = 2.03, p < .05; for Condition 2 mean F-I = 3.49; for Condition 3 mean F-D = 9.68, t = 3.04, p < .005) .
3 Direct body-focused movements, indirect body-focused movements, and discrete body touching did not contribute to a discrimination between the two groups of 5s. The persistence of hand-to-hand movements among the less differentiated 5s was also evident in a qualitative examination of the videotapes. Several 5s continued the rubbing of their hands while at the same time attempting to gesture with both hands in a locked position. It is noteworthy, then, that here we appear to observe a kind of hand activity linked to cognitive style which characterizes the individual of limited differentiation during both the warm and cold conditions of the interview. Yet, it is also evident that there is a broad range of body-focused activity which is quite unrelated to psychological differentiation.
We further inquired whether the prevalence of total continuous body-focused and handto-hand movements in the less differentiated 5s occurred as an accompaniment of speech. After all, it is possible that the less differentiated individuals will have a greater amount of pausing time when they are expected to talk for 5 min. about "something personally meaningful and significant." There were, in fact, among F-D 5s, 4 5s with a low level of verbal output and, by inference, high pausing time. By eliminating these 4 5s, it became possible to compare 12 F-I and 8 F-D 5s who were similar with respect to their level of verbal output as defined by word count. Under these equal conditions of output, F-D 5s still showed a significantly greater amount of body-focused and, specifically, hand-to-hand movements compared to F-I 5s. For total continuous body-focused movements, the means were 7.22 and 12.36 (/ = 2.30, p < .05), and for hand-to-hand movements, the means were 3.49 and 9.93 (t = 2.95, p < .01) for F-I and F-D 5s, respectively. While body-focused activity may, of course, also occur during pausing, F-D 5s showed this response to a considerable extent while speaking. Hence, hand-to-hand movements may be thought of as a splitting of communication: the verbal utterances and the motor response exist side by side without any apparent relationship to each other.
The data concerning hand-to-hand movements have given strong evidence that these acts are linked to stylistic attributes of the individual. Does this observation signify that a person showing continuous hand-to-hand activity is ispo facto field dependent, or has such activity been induced by the nature of the association task? This question led us to expand our range of observations and to consider differences attributable to cognitive style in Condition 3, that is, during dialogue. In general, Conditions 1 and 2 constitute situations of relatively suppressed objectfocused activity with a predominance of bodyfocused movements, whereas Condition 3 shows a very substantial increase in objectfocused activity, but body-focused movements appear reduced when dialogue prevails. 4 In considering the data in Condition 3 (Table 3) , it can be noted that F-I and F-D 5s can no longer be distinguished either in terms of total continuous body-focused or hand-to-hand movements. It would seem that hand-to-hand activity is a response char-acteristic of F-D individuals during an association task. Moveover, F-D 5s appear to show a trend toward an invariance in hand-to-hand activity from Condition 3 to Condition 2 (Condition 3 = 7.13, Condition 2 = 8.66, t = 1.76, p < .10), whereas F-15s do not.
We then evaluated the possible relationship between psychological differentiation and object-focused activity. Table 4 presents mean total object-focused, speech-primacy, and motor-primacy movement scores and motor-primacy rates for F-I and F-D 5s in each of the three conditions. For Conditions 1 and 2, mean values are in the expected direction; that is, there is a higher level of objectfocused activity for the F-I than for F-D 5s; yet, the differences are short of statistical significance. Turning to Condition 3, total objectfocused and speech-primacy movements, again, did not discriminate cognitive style groups. However, in this condition, the incidence of motor-primacy gestures does reveal a relationship to cognitive style. F-D 5s showed a higher mean incidence of motor-primacy movements than did F-I 5s: means for F-I and F-D 5s were, respectively, 1.50 and 3.97, t = 2.56, p < .025.* Another way of describing differences in the quality of object-focused movements in Condition 3 is to consider the motor-primacy rate defined as the ratio of motor-primacy gestures relative to total objectfocused movements. This measure is an index of the composition of object-focused activity reflecting the relative saliency of motorprimacy movements within overall gestural expression. As can be noted in Table 4 , the mean motor-primacy rates for F-I 5s was .21; and for F-D 5s it was .36, / = 2.79, p < .01. It will be recalled that in Condition 3, the two cognitive groups could no longer be distinguished in terms of their total continuous body-focused or hand-to-hand activity. It now appears that in this context, it is the quality of object-focused movements which relates to psychological differentiation.
The data just presented describe the gestural 5 The question arises whether this discrimination which is based on the reduced number of Ss available in Condition 3 might be attributable to selective dropout. Hence, comparisons were made between F-I and F-D 5s within Conditions 1 and 2 using only those 5s on whom Condition 3 data were available. In the resultant / tests, no significant differences between groups were observed. Note.-N = 12 for Conditions 1 and 2; for Condition 3, N <= 9 for field-independent 5s and 2V = 8 for field-dependent 5s.
» Means are baaed on 11 instead of 12 cases. One case had to be eliminated from each group since they had no objectfocused movements and hence no rate scores could be computed.
* To summarize thus far, it seemed that in each communicative context the individual's form of motor expression varies with level of psychological differentiation. However, as the communication shifts from one context to another, a new kind of motor behavior becomes relevant in distinguishing the groups. It is not object-focused or body-focused movements per se but specific qualities of objectand body-focused movements which discriminated individuals from those without limited differentiation. Thus, during active dialogue, limited differentiation was manifest by the relative saliency of motor-primacy object-focused movements. Under conditions of associative demand, limited differentiation was manifest by the prevalence of hand-to-hand activity. There is, however, also evidence of a broad range of body-focused activity which bears no apparent relation to cognitive style. The function of these movements is examined next.
Kinetic Expressions in Response to a Warm or Cold Listener
So far, we have emphasized an interpretation of gestural expression which emphasizes the determination of movements by relatively stable cognitive capacities within S. We then questioned the extent to which motor expression may be modified by a confrontation with a warm or cold listener in the context of an association task. The W-C dimension had been introduced as a paradigm for the assessment of interpersonal stress. We already know from the analysis of variance ( Tables 1  and 2 ) that in a cold context, total objectfocused movements tend to be reduced and total continuous body-focused movements tend to emerge. The question is whether it is possible to define particular qualites of kinetic expression associated with a cold communicative condition using the subcategories of object-and body-focused movements.
In this analysis, we were guided by the observations that there are probably different kinds of body-focused movements, those related to stylistic factors (hand-to-hand movements) and those which are not (discrete body touching and continuous direct and indirect body-focused movements). The two continuous body-focused scores were combined to provide a single index which we termed "continuous body touching." As with other body-focused movement scores, a square root transformation was used. The analyses of the data, then, focused on two object-focused subcategories: speech primacy and motor primacy, and three body-focused variables: hand-to-hand movements, continuous body touching, and discrete body touching, Analyses of variance identical to those reported for total objectand body-focused movements were carried out and the results are summarized in Table 5 . The findings are also graphically presented in Figures 3 and 4 , and curves are drawn separately for F-I and F-D 5s as well as for both groups combined.
Tracing variations in object-focused movements (speech and motor primacy).
Curves for speech-primacy as well as motor-primacy movements (Figure 3 ) reinforce what has already been evident for total object-focused movements. Under the cold condition, whether it follows or precedes the warm condition, there is a reduction of all kinds of objectfocused activity. There is a main interview condition effect for speech-primacy movements (F = 7.76, p < ,025) as well as for motor-primacy movements (F -8.20, p < .01), and there are no other main or interaction effects. Although, of course, not statistically significant, it is noteworthy that mean speechprimacy scores are consistently higher in each interview condition among F-I and F-D 5s. Also, one might wonder why motor-primacy gestures are suppressed during a stress condition, a condition which may actually facilitate the need to represent by gesture rather than by word. Reference to Table 4 indicates that the motor-primacy rate, that is, the proportion of motor-primacy movements relative to total object-focused movements, remains comparatively high during the cold condition. It is only the incidence of motor-primacy movements which is reduced.
Tracing variations in body-focused movements (hand to hand, continuous, and discrete body touching). With the reduction of objectfocused movements during the cold condition, there occurs, as already noted, an upsurge of total continuous body-focused activity. Moreover, reference to Figure 2 indicates that in spite of the significant interview condition effect, the expected decline from cold to warm for 5s in the C-W sequence did not materialize. This apparent deviation from an expected pattern becomes apparent when we consider changes in different aspects of body-focused activity, both hand-to-hand movements and body touching.
The figure for hand-to-hand movements again portrays the significant cognitive differentiation effect (F = 7.52,p < .025). Under all interview conditions, F-D 5s show more of such activity than do F-I 5s. There is also a trend indicating that individuals tend to spend more time in hand-to-hand activity during cold than during warm interview conditions (F = 3.81, p < .10). Inspection of the graph suggests that such variations from warm to cold conditions are most pronounced among F-I 5s in spite of their generally lower level of hand-to-hand activity. Specifically, the F-I 5s receiving the C-W sequence reveal a sharp drop in hand-to-hand movements when one traces changes from cold to the warm condition. Thus, for the eight F-I 5s receiving this sequence, mean for the cold condition is 6.20; for the warm condition, 2.00, / = 1.99, p < .05. Fluctuations due to interview conditions among F-D 5s are relatively minimal. Among these individuals of limited psychological differentiation, a high level of hand-to-hand activity appears to be predominantly a stylistic attribute.
Very different patterns are revealed when changes in both continuous and discrete body touching are considered (Figure 4 ). In the case of continuous body touching, we note an increase in such movements from the warm to the cold situation among 5s receiving warm first, cold second. However, instead of the expected decline, there occurs an increase of these movements from cold to warm among those 5s receiving cold first, warm second. This pattern accounts for the significant order effect (F = 6.60, p < .025). One interpretation of this order effect is that there is simply more body touching during a second exposure than during a first exposure. There is an alternate interpretation, viewing the data in the context of the situation created by the two sequences. Body touching may sensitively reflect the initial impact of a cold listener when preceded by a warm listener. It may also reflect the persistence of the impact of a cold listener in a subsequent contact. The initial impact of the cold condition is reflected by the sharp increase in body touching from warm to cold for 5s in the W-C sequence (mean warm = 2.65; mean cold = 5.80, t = 2.02, p < .05). A similar comparison for hand-to-hand movements shows only a slight increase far short of significance. The interpretation that the increase in continuous body touching (in the C-W sequence) reflects the persistence of the previous encounter is rendered more likely if the changes from cold to warm are viewed in the light of concomitant shifts in hand-tohand activity. Among 5s in the C-W sequence, while hand-to-hand movements decline, continuous body touching increases when warm replaces cold. (When change scores from warm to cold were computed for the 16 5s in the C-W sequence for both hand-to-hand and continuous body touching, the correlation was -.61, p < .01.) As the more restrictive hand-to-hand movements abate, exploration of the body surface by the hands becomes possible. It seems that the impact of the negative encounter persists in subsequent contacts, yet the form of kinetic expression shifts toward greater body exploration.
The impact of a negative encounter and the persistence of the impact of such an encounter is also suggested when the discrete body touching variable is considered. There was a significant interview condition effect (F = 5.43, p < .05) and a trend toward an order effect (F = 3.07, p < .10). In the Figure 4 , we note again a sharp increase in discrete body touching from the warm to the cold condition for 5s receiving warm first, cold second (mean for warm condition = 4.71; mean for cold condition = 8.99; * = 2.83, p<.02S). However, for 5s receiving cold first and warm second, there is also a high level of discrete body touching during the cold condition; yet, when the warm condition follows, there is no decline and, in fact, the level of discrete body touching during cold and warm conditions is almost identical.
In these observations of body touching (both continuous and discrete), we seem to be identifying an aspect of kinetic behavior which differs in its function from other aspects considered so far. Body touching is not primarily related to cognitive style as were hand-to-hand movements. It is also not a transitory nor reversible response varying with the presence or absence of a stressful encounter as we noted among object-focused movements. Instead, body touching appears to be a response to a negative encounter which persists and continues in subsequent encounters. In this sense, we consider these movements as indicators of internalized experiences which the individual carries with him from one situation to another.
Some further observations concerning bodyfocused activity. While there were no significant findings concerning the role of cognitive differentiation on body touching, stylistic factors may nonetheless play a role in selected aspects of the experimental situation. The finding of order effects in the analysis of body touching suggests that very different psychological situations are created when cold follows or precedes the warm condition, situations which emphasize stress induction or stress persistence. F-I or F-D 5s may employ different gestural expressions in a threat-impact or a threatpersistence situation. We further scrutinized this possibility by focusing on the response of F-I and F-D 5s in two situations of the experiment, one dealing with threat induction and the other with threat persistence. In this analysis we selected four kinetic behavior variables: in addition to discrete and continuous body touching and hand-to-hand movements, we also evaluated the gazing response. (Gazing scores refer to time spent in direct eye-to-eye contact during the 5-min. interview sample, corrected by means of a square root transformation. These scores, drawn from another study, were included in a further check on the possible" functional'significance of body touching.)
One situation selected for further scrutiny is the initial encounter. Here, we refer to the comparison between 5s meeting Dr. Warm first with those meeting Dr. Cold first. This comparison makes it possible to evaluate the extent to which warm or cold conditions can elicit kinetic behavior regardless of order of presentation.
Mean kinetic behavior scores elicited in the initial warm or the initial cold meeting among F-I and F-D 5s are presented in Table 6 . F-I 5s who received the initial warm condition compared to those who received the initial cold condition did not differ in their hand-to-hand movements; yet they did reveal significantly more continuous body touching when they received the cold condition first compared to those who received the warm condition first (mean for warm condition = 1.42; mean for cold condition = 4.91 ;t = 1.81, p < .05), and these same 5 groups also revealed a trend toward more discrete body touching in response to an initial contact with a cold listener (mean for warm condition = 2.87; mean for cold condition = 9.95 ;t = 1.76, p < .10). Also, evaluation of the gazing response revealed a lower amount of eye-to-eye contact and hence greater gaze aversion when the cold condition was the first experience for 5 (mean for warm condition = 8.17; mean for cold condition = 5.25; / = 1.92, p < .05). For the F-I individuals, then, body touching seems to be an aversive response to an initial contact with a cold doctor which is corroborated by concomitant shifts in eye contact. The more differentiated persons make realistic distinctions between a friendly and a hostile "other" in their kinetic behavior. In contrast, among F-D 5s, there were no significant differences on any of the kinetic behavior variables between the initial warm and cold conditions. The less differentiated 5s were not reactive in their motor behavior to the very different milieu conditions. The second situation examined refers to changes from cold to warm for F-I and F-D 5s. Here we can trace the consequences of a cold interviewer on a person's subsequent behavior with a warm listener. Again, changes on the four kinetic behavior variables were evaluated. Among the F-I 5s, the only significant change is the decline in hand-to-hand activity from cold to warm which we have already noted-a shift which again may be viewed as reflecting a more realistic adaptation to the altered context for the independent 5s. For discrete and continuous body touching as well as gazing, there is the essential persistence of responses reflected in no significant changes from the cold to the warm condition. Among the F-D 5s, however, we noted an increase in continuous body touching (mean for cold condition = 4.34; mean for warm condition = 7.51; t = 2.82, p < .025) as well as a trend toward an increase in gaze aversion (mean for cold condition = 6.31; mean for warm condition = 4.95;* = 1.77, £ < .10) when the warm interviewer was preceded by the cold interviewer. We had noted earlier that the F-D 5s failed to make kinetic discriminations in their initial contact with a threatening situation. Now we note that they did reveal kinetic and visual responses to a benevolent person as if he were a threatening one.
To recapitulate: we attempted to define the stylistic roots of gestural expression by comparing the kinetic behavior among more or less differentiated individuals (F-I and F-D) within different communicative contexts. We have shown that during an association task, F-D 5s compared to F-I 5s engaged in more continuous hand-to-hand activity and that during dialogue they tend to employ more motor-primacy object-focused gestures.
In the second part of the analysis, we sought to identify those gestural expressions which arise when the same 5 is confronted with a cold rather than a warm listener during an association task. In general, in a cold context object-focused movements are reduced and body-focused activity is enhanced. Yet, a special pattern of response to a cold listener was revealed by nonhand-to-hand body-focused movements termed body touching. Both continuous and discrete forms of body touching could be elicited when the initial contact with a cold listener had been preceded by a warm listener (threat induction), and they persisted in contacts when a warm followed a cold listener (threat persistence). Finally, the individual's cognitive style appeared to influence the tendency of an individual to engage in body touching either in the initial contact or in the persistence of such activity in later contacts.
DISCUSSION
One source of motor expression during an interview is the effort to represent-the attempt to cast thought and experience in symbolic form. Gestures appearing in the communicative flow may depict and even codify what has remained unverbalized (Ekman & Friesen, 1967 ). Yet, more central to our line of thinking, they provide the observer with indirect cues on the relative difficulty of representing thoughts by words-the process of verbal encoding. The general proposition may be advanced that when movements are poorly phased in with rhythm and content of speech, there may indeed be a difficulty in the representational function. In this study, we have identified different categories of motor expression defined along lines of speech relatedness. We have linked such categories of kinetic expression to individuals differing in their presumed competence to articulate, and we have, furthermore, noted that such individual differences emerge specifically in communicative situations in which there was an implicit demand to represent and encode thoughts and ideas.
There is evidence that the imprint of psychological differentiation on gestural expression may be noted in various communicative contexts, be they association or dialogue. The 5s were predominantly middle-class, Jewish, living in an urban northeastern part of the United States, and they thus represented a population which is known to employ body movements and gestures extensively in their communicative efforts. Yet, these individuals, similar with regard to ethnic and economic background but differing in their level of psychological differentiation (field dependence), had different prevalences of motor-primacy and hand-tohand motions. From a heuristic point of view, our categories of motor behavior may provide the observer with visible evidence distinguishing individuals limited from those not limited in psychological differentiation once the communicative context is known. Such observations emphasize the stylistic and cognitive roots of gestural expression. They challenge the formulations of those observers who have described kinetic expression exclusively in terms of situations governed by ethnographic rules (Birdwhistell, 1952; Scheflen, 1963) .
In the course of our investigation, we were also forced to redefine some of our original formulations. Thus, the expectation that object-focused (speech-related) and body-focused (speech-unrelated) movements simply reflect higher or lower levels of differentiation appears to be inaccurate. Rather, there seem to be qualities of differentiation within object-and within body-focused movements pointing to a given cognitive style. Among body-focused movements hand-to-hand activity and among object-focused movements motor-primacy gestures are indicative of more limited differentiation. Yet, we failed to identify clearly the kinetic properties within body-focused and object-forced movements indicative of a higher level of differentiation. While incidence of speech-primacy movements was not significantly related to cognitive style, the F-I 5s did have a higher saliency of such gestures relative to their total object-focused activity (low motor-primacy rate) during the dialogue condition. We attribute the failure to demonstrate a speech primacy, F-I link, to the relative crudeness of some of the coding categories comprising "speech primacy" and hope to refine these in our subsequent work. For example, it is necessary to distinguish punctuating movements and sharply articulated qualifying gestures from some of the more "sloppy" minor qualifiers.
From a functional point of view, what is of particular interest is that motor-primacy gestures and hand-to-hand activity emerge specifically among F-D 5s, that is, among individuals whom we have hypothesized to have difficulty in representing and encoding thoughts into words. (The stylistic determinance of hand-to-hand activity was particularly noteworthy. F-D 5s engaged in relatively more continuous hand-to-hand activity not only in the presence of a cold and rejecting listener but in the presence of a warm and "supportive" listener as well.) The representational difficulties inherent in both motor-primacy gestures and hand-to-hand activity are suggested not only by their empirical link to field dependence but by the morphology of the movements themselves. They lack the quality of object depiction, a characteristic described by Werner and Kaplan (1967) as an essential precursor to symbol formation. Depiction is improverished if one views the diffuse and often groping quality of many motor-primacy gestures, and it is absent if one considers the repetitive and restrictive nature of hand-tohand motions. These repetitive and diffuse motor expressions arise not only from stylistic roots but from the demand quality of the interview as well. When the demand shifted from dialogue to association, when there was an increased load to represent, F-I 5s tended to reveal an increase in the relative saliency of motor-primacy gestures, and F-D 5s in hand-to-hand activity. These movements, then, seem to be visible signs of representational conflict. 6 One might speculate that the demand to encode or represent induces a state of muscle tension which finds its discharge in motor activity (Boomer, 1963; Ferenczi, ' 1955) .
Several questions arise from this interpretation of the stylistic roots of kinetic expression. Is the apparent encoding difficulty a function of words available? This is a possibility which we will examine in future studies. It is an unlikely possibility since the field-dependence dimension has been shown not to be related to verbal facility (Goodenough & Karp, 1961; Karp, 1963) . Another possibility, more consistent with the position taken here, is that difficulty in encoding may be reflected in the cohesiveness of the linguistic structure. Thus, we would expect a relationship between handto-hand movements during an association task and formal aspects of speech, be it phonemic rhythm or syntactic organization. A third possibility is that the representational difficulty may be traceable to unacceptable meaningful chunks of thought. We have noted in preliminary observations that hand-to-hand movements are linked to difficulties in the expression of aggressive and hostile feelings. Finally, one wonders about the prevalence of such movements during speech in those clinical conditions in which difficulty in encoding and in maintaining the continuity of thought is a major clinical issue, as for example in chronic schizophrenia.
A second source of kinetic expression during an interview is the effort to reach-the attempt to establish contact with the object of communication. Object-and body-focused movements, regardless of their organization, constitute different directions of focusing observable on the motor level. Such modes of focusing are regulated either by the actual or experienced presence or absence of an object of communication. The physical absence of a listener, the lack of a confirmatory response in an association task, and the unavailability of a warm empathic response during a "cold" interview are all conditions in which bodyfocused activity predominates and objectfocused activity abates. Through the tracing of gestural behavior under various communicative conditions, it has been possible to show how common interpersonal experiences can affect the motor behavior of both F-I and F-D 5s and how such experiences may "spill over" into subsequent contacts. Viewed from the vantage point of their contact function, object-and body-focused movements as well as other kinetic phenomena such as gaze direction constitute forms of analogic communication, a condensation by gesture of the experienced interpersonal relationship (Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967) .
Of particular interest were our observations concerning body touching. That such selfministration might be elicited by a cold and rejecting interviewer was, of course, not surprising. The persistence and continuation of such movements into a setting where they were no longer appropriate was much more unexpected. The body touching response allows us to distinguish those gestures which are situation bound from those which transcend the immediate situation. It is the transposition of gesture from one context when a negative object is present to another when it is no longer present which leads us to view these movements as indicators of internalized object representations. To be sure, stylistic factors also affect the emergence of body touching in a secondary way. When F-I and F-D 5s employed body touching in stress-impact or stress-persistence situations, they were able to make more or less appropriate kinetic discriminations to the interpersonal contact. The more realistic use of body touching by the F-I 5s or the persistence of body touching among F-D 5s when it was no longer appropriate suggests that these two groups of 5s are governed by a different repertoire of negative object representations. For example, it is known that the F-D individual is more prone to feeling shame or to feeling blamed by an unseen "other" compared to the F-I individual (Witkin, Lewis & Weil, 1968) . In the communicative setting, such experiences appear to lead to greater object need, that is, object dependence.
Persistent body touching in a communicative setting, then, may be regarded both as an indicator of negative object experiences and as the internalization of such experiences. As an indicator of negative object experiences, body touching probably has its ontogenetic roots in the mother-child transaction. The fact that these motions were initiated by a cold and rejecting listener makes the observations relevant to studies of separation and mourning and places them in a developmental perspective. Self-stimulation is a frequently observed phenomenon in response to conditions of object loss among both human infants and primates. When it occurs in the communication of adults, it often takes place together with reduced vocalization, pausing, gaze avoidanceall signs of withdrawal from an object.
As an indicator of internalization of the negative object experience, it is important to observe body touching both in the presence and the absence of an injuring object. Gaarder (1965) has recently emphasized the absence or presence of the object as a criterion for inferring whether internalization has or has not taken place. Persistent body touching in the absence of an injuring object is a prevalent phenomenon in clinical practice. It is the stuff of psychotherapy process research. In videotape-recorded case studies of patients in psychotherapy, body touching appears specifically in phases of negative transference (Freedman, 1970; Mahl, 1968) . Perhaps the most interesting clinical application of the body touching response is its potential relation to depression. Clinicians have long'taken it for granted that a depressed person responds as if he were faced with a cold or bad object, although he may in fact be in a warm receptive environment (much like the C-W 5s of this study). It is yet to be shown that the gestural and postural response to an actual injuring object (cold interviewer) is isomorphic with motor manifestations in depression. Observations of this parallelism would constitute a palpable demonstration of the phenomena of internalization of negative object experiences.
What is the possibility of verbalizing these experiences which cannot be fully encoded? Some conjectures on this issue are possible. Mahl (1968) , in particular, has suggested that movements may act to facilitate and even anticipate the articulation of the unverbalized. Yet this function probably does not apply to all forms of motor expression. Indeed, some movements may facilitate, others inhibit verbal utterances. Comparison of the descriptive attributes of both hand-to-hand movements and body touching is of relevance here. While at first we were not aware of the descriptive and functional distinction between these two categories of motor expression, they now appear to be convincing. These two categories appear to have very different formal structures which point to their respective role in the symbolizing and verbalizing process.
In hand-to-hand movements, as was noted earlier, there is an absence of depiction, each hand acting upon the other in repetitive and reciprocal fashion; in body touching, there is a specific division of labor in which one hand, as S, acts upon the body as object. In body touching also, one can observe the depiction of a body part from the total body context, and through such articulation of body experiences we seem to note elements of nonverbal representation. Ekman and Friesen (1969) noted that their "hand-to-face adaptors" (one form of body touching) are easily decodable, particularly because the face contains differentiated organs. Such acts may be conceived in terms of what the person had done to him, what he wants done to him, or what he is doing to himself. 7 Thus, whereas body touching may indicate a failure in verbal encoding, the movements themselves become representational. We need not be surprised, then, that such gestures have no bearing on limited differentiation in the stylistic sense, nor should we expect, as we did for hand-to-hand movements, that these gestures should be accompanied by a disturbance in syntactic cohesiveness. Body touching may be a developmentally early response, yet it may coexist side by side with a highly differentiated cognitive structure as we have noted in the data of the initial encounter. In view of its relative degree of articulation, body touching may indeed act to facilitate what has remained unverbalized as Mahl has suggested. Many of the descriptive characteristics of our body touching categories are similar to those described by Mahl as anticipatory gestures.
We shall conclude on a methodological note. Much of what has been presented rests on observations of body-focused activity, handto-hand motions, and body touching. In the sparse empirical literature, these movements are rarely mentioned. Ekman and Friesen (1967) as well as Dittmann and Llewelyn (1969) emphasized hand movements in terms of discrete acts, whereas most of our body-7 The overlap of categories described in Ekman and Friesen's (1969) work with that of the present coding system gives promise that simplified units of kinetic behavior relevant to specific psychological issues can be developed: units which are style specific and units which are specific to state or interpersonal relationships. One instance of overlap cited above is that between Ekman and Friesen's "self-adaptor" and our bodytouching category; another instance is their category of "illustrators" with our category of representational object-focused movements. A more systematic statement concerning the overlap of units of observation in the literature is premature. The accumulated data are still too sparse, and the units of analysis of different investigators remain governed by different theoretical approaches.
focused scores are continuous and expressed in time scores. Dittmann's and Llewelyn's findings are derived from interviews in which dialogue predominates, whereas in our studies the emphasis was on the association task. We now know that this task is conducive to eliciting body-focused activity. Furthermore, if one wishes to study kinetic behavior as signposts of the transformational process, this process becomes highlighted in a communicative setting in which the individual is expected to articulate his thoughts with minimal supportive cues from the listener.
